Organiza
An awareness campaign is all about attracting attention and spreading the word about your issue
- in a creative way. The more knowledgeable and passionate you are on your issue, the greater
your ability to influence others.

Product/Service
Information
Here are some
useful (non-chicken) nuggets to get you cracking...
1. Connect with your cause

There are two key ingredients to creating a successful campaign.
One is having good knowledge about the issue; the second is being
passionate about it. If you don’t care enough yourself, no-one else
will!
Place text here that introduces your organization and describes your specific products or services.
This text should be brief and should entice the reader to want to know more about the goods or ser2. Research networks
Is there anyone else
campaigning
vices
you offer. for the same thing as you?
Contact other organisations to see if you can partner with them or
just get some pointers. Reach out to the communities you belong to:
family, friends, schools, clubs, churches – and that’s just for
starters...

3. Be creative
Challenge yourselves to come up with a really unique way of gaining
attention for your cause. The more creative you are, the more likely
you are to capture people’s attention and gain their support.
Struggling for inspiration? Check out our ideas generator!

‘Never doubt that a small group of thoughtful, committed citizens can change the
world; indeed, it's the only thing that ever has.’ Margaret Mead
4. Clear, memorable messaging
Describe what you want to change and why in 1 sentence.
What’s the issue? Why is it happening? Who are you
supporting? What can you do? How can your audience help?
People are more likely to support your campaign if it’s easy to
understand.

5. Call to action
This might be to sign a petition, lobby an MP or join an online
community. What you want to achieve should be obvious to
your audience. The more powerful your call to action, the
greater the impact.

6. Engage the political players

C I TI ZE NS HI P F OU ND ATI ON

Attract even more attention by getting the top dogs on board
Politicians, community leaders, even celebrities, can help get
your issue in front of powerful decision-makers, while also
generating publicity.

7. Use a range of tactics
Recruit allies; create posters; hold debates; be persistent; write
articles; pull stunts to get attention; argue the benefits; make a
website; start a petition; make a film… anything goes (within
reason!)
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